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Digital Evidence - Platform Solution
Overview
DigitalOnQ is a fully dedicated and secure image and video management solution for agencies
that have a need to manage large quantities of photos or video. DigitalOnQ is the perfect solution
to replace managing and storing images on CDs or DVDs and will eliminate the risk, liability and
time associated with storing files on physical disks. DigitalOnQ will prevent and track photo
tampering and editing and allow you to quickly see all metadata, all while being fully integrated
with EvidenceOnQ. The user can quickly view hundreds or even thousands of media files and
easily select the ones needed for review, sharing or distribution.
DigitalOnQ will significantly reduce the labor and material costs associated with outdated
methods of managing your digital evidence such as downloading from memory cards, burning to
expensive and trouble-prone CDs and DVDs, packaging, booking and storing discs as physical
evidence.

Common Classification Of Digital Media Files
Video & Audio: Industry known and third party proprietary formats can be uploaded and played
with compatible player.
Images: Supports JPG and RAW files.
Body-Worn Camera: Integrates with multiple BWC manufactures.

Manage & Track YOUR
Body-Worn Cameras
With the ever growing need for
organizations to implement body
worn camera technologies, we offer a
seamless way to manage and track
the devices used along with the digital
files they capture. Ask us how…
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Images

Digital Evidence
Import / Secure / Store
1. Import Directly From Storage
Source
a. Import from any storage
source Cameras, CDs, flash
drives, external hard drives,
servers, or others sources
b. Import large volumes of
archival, current, and future
media data
c. Group or associate evidence
into categories.
2. Maintain Original Metadata
a. Camera make/model, date/
time taken, camera settings,
image size, GPS location
3. Centrally Located
a. One-click access to media
b. Provides a 100% SWGIT
compliant and secure
repository
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View / Manage Media
1. Find and View
a. Search by name, case
number, type, date,
photographer, and any
metadata field
b. All media can be dynamically
viewed in a detailed thumbnail
view
c. View meta data of every image
d. Simple one-click preview access
e. View image in full-screen with zoom in, zoom out and rotation
f. View full chain of custody of digital evidence
2. Manage Media From a
Single Screen
a. Edit Metadata
b. Annotate
c. Classify
d. Print
e. Burn CD/DVD
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Distribute / Share Media
1. Share and Distribute
a. Fully integrated with
physical evidence system
(EvidenceOnQ)
b. Securely allow remote
viewing of selected media
or collections related to
case
c. Approved personnel can
view both physical and
digital media evidence
from one platform

2. Burn and Archive
a. Burn to CD/DVD with a
few clicks
b. No copies left on the
local hard drive
c. Verifies burned media as
a working copy
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Other Features
Seamless Integration
Store all your evidence in one place. Investigators, prosecutors and others can view
both physical evidence records and digital media evidence from one platform. There’s
no need to utilize two systems, or to request CDs or DVDs to review videos or images
related to a case. One-click access to the DigitalOnQ repository provides a complete
and customizable evidence solution.

Security and Compliance
DigitalOnQ provides a 100% SWGIT compliant and secure repository for all images,
video and other forms of digital evidence. Image authentication processes are built-in,
so original images are always preserved and are tamper-proof. Enhancement tracking
shows any edits, processing modifications, or movements made to any media type.
Powerful user access controls allow admins to restrict who can view, access and
modify media at any level. For example: Control who has access to features, like
upload, burn, print and classify or limit access to certain classifications like internal
affairs, juvenile, shootings, homicide, etc.

Reduced Cost

50%

Reduced Staff

25%

0%

1 Month

3 Month

6 Months

Agencies see significant ROI from reduced costs and staff-hours.**
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1 Year

Contact Information
We understand that choosing the right software solution/vendor for your agency is a
time consuming and challenging task. Our team of professionals, who have law
enforcement and evidence management experience, understands those challenges and
will assist you in that process.
We do not believe it should come with pressure, false promises, or tricky sales tactics.
We strive to be your advocate, support your agency, and educate you in making the
best decision possible.
Your Success Is Our Success …
832 industry Drive, Seattle WA, 98188
T: 800.603.6802 | F: 206.575.3927
sales@FileOnQ.com | www.FileOnQ.com

DESIGN | DEPLOY | DISCOVER | YOUR WAY
We provide a 100% user customizable
PLATFORM for public safety agencies.
FileOnQ’s powerful, off-the-shelf
application ProFiler transforms the way
agencies track, manage and report
their critical business processes and
data. This provides complete flexibility
to comply with exiting and changing
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requirements, while streamlining
access and control of ALL your data
from ONE Platform. Over 200
agencies nationwide utilize FileOnQ’s
platform to manage; Physical and
Digital Evidence, Quartermaster, Fleet,
Training and Certification, Court
Records, and more.
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